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REDUNDANCY FOR CHANGE

We live in a world where efficiency is the best quality. A building
is the same. We try to maximize the efficiency of the use of space
and energy. However, is this design still efficient in the long term?
Most modern commercial buildings are designed for a specific
program such as residential or school and have little extra space
or capacity to maximize the efficiency for now. It makes it hard for
the building owners to change the building’s floor plan, programs,
and facilities. Buildings should be able to change its program,
structures, and mechanical services over time to adjust to the
social, economic, and climate changes instead of being torn down
and replaced by a new building.
Nature is the most resilient system, even though it is not as
efficient as machines and one of the key reasons is the redundancy.
My question is how redundancy in architecture can help increase
the resiliency. Redundancy in architecture can mean extra capacity
of the structure, extra space, extra height of the ceiling, and extra
infrastructural systems such as plumbing. I focused on the question
of how the design principle of redundancy and loose-fit can make
the building more flexible and resilient.
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Redundancy

Loose-fit
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QUESTIONS
8
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WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

10

Modern commercial buildings are designed program-specifically and it has unique shape and system. It
is designed in the most efficient way for its program for now but is it still an efficient space for the other
programs? Many modern buildings are torn down because it is hard to adapt the building for other
purposes.

UNUSED SPACE

We, designers, try to avoid making dead space. It is because it is not useful and therefore, waste of
space. However, is unused space always bad?

Hyatt Hotel, Cancun
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REDUNDANT SPACE
_and how do we experience those spaces?
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EFFICIENT USE OF SPACE
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REDUNDANCY IN ARCHITECTURE

What is the redundancy in
architecture? It can be an extra
structural capacity or extra space.
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FLEXIBILITY IN ARCHITECTURE_BUILDING TYPOLOGY
What structure and form are flexible and why? Newbury Street in Boston is a very different type of shopping area from big shopping
malls. It is composed of many small houses and buildings so that this shopping area can easily shrink and expand as social and economic
conditions change. These buildings are also mixed used, where upper floors can be turned into residential units. Instead of a massive
mega structure such as typical American malls, this types of malls and the urban system looks more resilient to the future changes.

Newbury Street, Boston

Providence Place Mall, Providence, RI
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PROGRAM SPECIFIC DESIGN vs GENERIC DESIGN
M o d e r n c o m m e rc i a l b u i l d i n g s t e n d t o
be designed specifically for the program
such as residential apartment and school.
In addition, malls, theaters, and public
buildings are also being designed program
s p e c i f i c a l l y, b e c o m i n g m e g a s t r u c t u re s .
However, those specificities reduce a possibility
to be changed. First of all, those giant
structures are very hard to divide. Second, in
many times, specifically designed space is less
general and more tightly designed.
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TIME IN ARCHITECTURE_LAYER THEORY

Buildings are changing over time. We need to think
architecture and buildings in a frame of time and
change. Buildings have many layers of elements
such as structure, mechanical services, and facade,
and each element changes at a different speed.
Some layers stay longer than others, which means
some elements are harder to change. Understanding
these differences will give us a different perspective
to see the buildings and help us understand which
element restricts the buildings to be changed.
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WHAT ARE RESILIENT CITY & BUILDINGS?
RISD CAMPUS vs SOGANG UNIV. CAMPUS

The city can also be flexible depending on the types of
buildings, the arrangement of them and infrastructures. Those
cities can change its functions without dramatically changing
their cityscapes. RISD campus is expanding in Providence
without changing the cityscape that much because instead
of tearing down old buildings and building a new one for its
need, RISD is reusing existing buildings.

Sogang University(Seoul, South Korea) Campus Map

expansion of RISD campus in Providence
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S T U D Y
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RISD CAMPUS&BUILDINGS

Why RISD Campus?_history of campus and buildings

RISD has been expanding without
changing a cityscape that much.
How has it been able to reuse
existing buildings for their needs
and what makes that easy and
what is not?
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History of RISD Buildings

RISD buildings have a long history
before and after RISD. Most of the
RISD buildings are not built for
RISD. RISD bought the buildings
and changed their floor plans and
services as needed. The buildings
were houses, warehouses, bank,
and shops. Some buildings might
be easier to renovate and change
the program. On the other hand,
others might be more restrictive to
change the floor plan and facilities
due to the factors such as ceiling
height, load bearing wall and the
locations of cores. In this study,
I tried to figure out what makes
the buildings easy and hard to be
changed.
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single corridor

Building Reuse & Floor plan study

A lot of different types of buildings
a re re u s e d b y R I S D f o r t h e i r
programs such as art studio,
lecture room, and dormitory. The
type of circulations is related to the
building size, the width and depth
ratio, ceiling height, the location
of stairs and elevators. In turn, the
circulation system determines and
restricts the way we divide the
rooms.
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college building vs beb building
Even though both college building and BEB building have
a single corridor circulation, the flexibility and the quality
of space is different. College building has low ceilings and
much thinner than BEB buildings. BEB building is easier
to change the floor plan and make the big open space for
the studio. There are still more factors that can impact the
flexibility other than just circulation type.
College Building
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BEB
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D E S I G N
PROSESS
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DESIGN CRITERIA

Different Scenarios.
Thinking about many different scenarios can help to design resilient structures to
change. How this building will change 100 years later? What would be the program?

1) By different scenarios_Programs
a. RISD school building: studio/office/cafeteria/ gathering space
b. office building
c. residential building
d. divided into two buildings
2) future extension of building
3) By energy consumption/environmental design(sun/daylit/water cycle)
4) Natural disaster & climate change
5) Beauty of space
6) Design in a diverse layer such as material, furniture, machanical system.

POSSIBLE SCENARIOS IN RISD
1) student increase and decrease
2) new department
3) merge of departments
4) low budget
5) program change
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SITE SELECTION
1) Open space/Lot
2) Diversity of neighboring buildings
3) Urban context, infrastructures
4) Environmental sustainability: Solar, water resources
5) Possibility for future expansion
6) Space for parking
7) Good context with both RISD and outside RISD (public)
8) Value for future sale
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site 3 - waterman st. parking lot
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20m
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site 5- benefit st lot
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Final site_BEB parking lot
BEB(Bayard Ewing Building)
:RISD Architecture

This site has a variety of
neighborhood and enough spare
space for future construction and
extension.
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South Main ST. Building
:commercials

Apartment

Restaurant
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MASS DESIGN
-FUTURE USE OF COURTYARD& POSSIBILITY OF EXTENSION
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RELATIONSHIP WITH
EXISTING CONDITIONS
AND THE GROUND
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CONNECTION TO
THE SOUTH MAIN STREET
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GROUND CONDITION
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FACADE

Which options do we have? how
can this building be seen across
the river? How transparent it would
be and what is the relationship
with the neighboring buildings
and alleys?
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D E S I G N
PROPOSAL

REDUNDANCE IN ARCHITECTURE

Then, what does the redundancy mean in architecture and how
can we benefit from it? Is it extra space, structural capacity,
facilities such as plumbing, or extra core? Which one can make the
floor plan more flexible and make the building more resilient to
the climate changes.

Structure

conventilanl frame

increase in structural capacity
& loose strctural grid

extension of structure

extra space

Different Layers of Space

In the RISD buildings floor plan
study, I have learned that cores
and circulation are critical factors
that decide he floor plan. In other
words, core and circulations are
the most restrictive elements that
limit the flexible use of space.
Therefore, I decided to move the
core and circulation space to the
most flexible layers of building,
which is peripheral of the building.
The main space inside the main
structure will be the space for
rooms and programs and the extra
peripheral space will be the space
for the cores and circulation as
well as extra space for main rooms
such as terrace.

Main space
: rooms

Extra peripheral space
: core&circulation

Circulation

conventional circulation

peripheral circulation

Infrastructure
_plumbing and electrical system
Conventional shafts are running
through the thick wall and they
make it hard to make a open space
in the building because of the
density of shaft walls, especially in
the case of residential buildings.
However, by moving the shafts
around each column, the main
space becomes shaft wall free.
The closest span between columns
is 40ft and the number of shafts
are enough for the studio size
residential building.

conventional shaft

shaft combined with structure

Setion

conventional section

high ceiling & addible floor

Floor Plan

conventional floor plan

loose-fit & expandable floor plan

Structural Hierarchy & Load Transfer

To add more floors, we can use
the main floor and structure as
a load bearing structure. We
can either build the additional
structure onto the floor or hang
the structure under the major
structure, depending on which
space you want to make "structure
free open space". Because
the major structures are strong
enough, we can add more floors
and walls wherever we need.

Water & Energy Management

As the climate gets warm and
t here are higher risk of heat
waves , drought, and the flood,
buildings are required to have
higher capacity to store water
and manage the water use. Not
only have a bigger water tank
and facilities,the system needs
to be decentalized in case of
immergency and for the future
scenaior of being used as two
independent buildings by different
owners.

FACADE

Facade is very important element
in a building not because of its
beauty and characteristic but
because it is the key element that
controls the temperature, humidity
and the light conditions in the
room.
The extra peripheral space will
give us many options of designing
a space as well as the way that
controls the heat gains and loss.
This space is a buffer space from
the outdoor conditions, being
a overhang, indoor or outdoor
terraces, and space for shading
system. This extra space also has a
lot of spacial opportunities.

ARCHITECTURAL HIERARCHY
LOOSE-FIT THROUGH REDUNDANCY

A building has many elements such as structure, rooms, core,
circulations, machanical services and facade, and there is a
hierarchy among them. Some elements restrict the other and
some can be changed easily compared to the other.
Eventhough the element is critical to the other elements,however,
it does not mean that it needs to be fixed. Core, in this building, is
in the most flexible layer of the building and the shafts are located
in the most fixed space next to the columns.
By making the some frames and elements extra-strong and
redundant such as structure and shaft, the rest of the building
elements are able to be more flexible such as stairs, elevators,
walls, and windows.
Loose-fit in this building means to provide a capacity and the
frame that the other elements can be filled within.

PRESENT SCENARIO I.
RISD(Rhode Island School of Design) Studio
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FUTURE SCENARIO II.
RESIDENTIAL UNITS

RISD BEB ARCHITECTURE BUILDING
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interior space
_view of third floor space from fourth floor walk way.

RISD Scenario
_First floor and courtyard for studio work space

RISD Scenario
_First floor and courtyard for RISD commencement

different facade

MODEL PHOTOS
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